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Abstract 

Spiritual intelligence (SQ) can aid an individual to choose the correct path of accomplishing objectives in the face of crises and 
problems, considering personal priorities and values. Divergent thinking denotes the strategy of resolving problems/issues by 
considering various possible solutions to search for a workable one. The purpose of the current study was to investigate if there exists 
any relationship between SQ and Divergent Thinking Skills among University Students of India. The study also evaluated any 
differences based on gender, and course program (Bachelors/Masters) on the construct of Spiritual Intelligence. For the present study, 
two standardized tools were used - the 42-item Spiritual Intelligence Scale by Dr. K.S. Misra (SIS-MK) and the Battery of Divergent 
Production Abilities by Dr. K.N. Sharma (DPA-S) to measure Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking Skills of participants 
respectively. Data analysis was performed using Pearson’s Product Moment correlation, regression analysis, and independent samples 
t-test. Contrary to previous research, the results of the present study showed that there is no statistically significant relationship between 
Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking. However, a regression analysis highlighted that there exists a significant negative 
relationship between Spiritual Intelligence and only the “Similarities” sub-test of Divergent Thinking. Moreover, results also showed 
that there is a significant difference between males and females on the construct of SQ. Based on the findings of this study, strengthening 
one's SQ would not enhance one's divergent thinking skills. This finding is especially beneficial because it challenges the age-old notion 
of how spirituality can elicit creativity.  

 
Keywords: Spiritual Intelligence, Divergent Thinking, Creativity, Students, University. 
 
Introduction 
Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking 

Over the past thirty years, spiritual intelligence as a construct is being evaluated and explored extensively to gauge its effect 
on various aspects of life. The term spiritual intelligence is made up of two words "spiritual", which implies something related to the 
spirit, and "intelligence", which means acquiring and applying knowledge. Thus, spiritual intelligence can be understood as acquiring 
and applying knowledge of the spirit. The term "divergent" refers to the tendency to stand apart or identify a different direction. It 
describes the mind's capability to produce ideas beyond the agreed expectations and rote thinking.  

 
Review Literature  

Spiritual intelligence can aid an individual to choose the correct path of accomplishing objectives in the face of crises and 
problems, considering personal priorities and values, thus, studying its relationship with divergent thinking would be beneficial. Existing 
research has found that SQ is known to foster creativity. Chin et al. (2012) developed a conceptual framework to explain the secret of 
successful entrepreneurs in nurturing creativity and innovation. Amram (2009) suggested that both Emotional and Spiritual Intelligence 
plays an important role in nurturing creativity and innovation among the entrepreneurs. Ziyaaddini and Moghadam (2013) found a 
significant relationship between spiritual intelligence and employees' creativity in Kerman Executive System. Lastly, Khorakian et al. 
(2020) found that spiritual intelligence is related to both benevolent and malevolent creativity depending upon one's type of religious 
orientation. 

 
Similarly, SQ is also known to increase one’s problem-solving capacities. Individuals high on SQ always strive to derive 

meaning from the context and purpose, even from everyday life experiences. It is understood as an ability to solve problems, seek 
meaning, and express values (Zohar & Marshall 2000). Yazdekhasti et al., (2015) revealed that there is a significant relationship between 
spiritual intelligence and the ability to deal with problems of social adjustment. Thus, those who have high SQ are able to deal with their 
daily problems in a more adaptive way than those who score low on SQ. Furthermore, Spiritual intelligence also promotes critical 
thinking skills. Jafari and Esmaeili (2014) found a significant relationship between understanding and deductive reasoning with spiritual 
intelligence. 
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Rationale 
             Spiritual intelligence is a distinguished pattern of intelligence that surpasses variances in time, culture, and religion (MacHovec, 
2002). However, there is a dearth of literature in assessment of divergent production abilities and spiritual intelligence; creativity has 
been assessed, but divergent thinking underpins the creative potential rather than creativity (e.g., Runco & Acar, 2012) New research in 
spiritual intelligence has primarily been done in organisational settings (McGhee & Grant, 2017; Mahmood et al., 2018; Tajpour & 
Salamzadeh, 2019) and assessment of the same in educational settings remains relatively unexplored. Moreover, University students are 
the target population of this study because in classrooms, we can observe all ideas are treated at par irrespective of applicability or 
context and discounts criteria or any divergent thinking or production process. Thus, it becomes important to study these variables within 
this age group so that the work can be done focussing on their spiritual intelligence needs early on and at the same time, advocate its 
importance. Even though SQ has been regarded as the “ultimate intelligence” (Zohar & Marshall, 2000), existing research does not 
assess divergent production ability. Therefore, the aim of the present study is to determine if there exists a significant relationship 
between Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking. 
 
Research Design and Sample  
            The present research study followed a Quantitative Research Method. The research design employed was an Observational-
Cross Sectional Study. The sample population included 124 participants between the age range of 18-25 years who are currently pursuing 
their higher studies from any University in India. The participants were excluded if they had any past/present chronic medical/psychiatric 
condition, and a history of substance abuse, or made use of any intense meditative techniques. The sampling method used was 
convenience sampling.  
 
Table 1  
Demographic Details of the Participants 

Demographic Characteristics n (%) 
Gender  
Male 
Female 

 
28 (22.58) 
96 (77.42) 

Age Range 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

 
6 (4.8) 
22 (17.7) 
18 (14.5) 
31 (25) 
28 (22.5) 
9 (7.2) 
7 (5.6) 
3 (2.4) 

Degree Program 
Bachelors’ 
Masters’ 

 
63 (50.8) 
61 (49.2) 

Note. All the details have been derived from the respondents themselves 
 
Procedure 
           The present study was conducted after attaining approval from the Institutional Review Board of CHRIST (Deemed-to-be-
University) DELHI NCR and the written informed consent was obtained from all the participants via the online mode. Thus, ethical 
compliance was followed throughout the course of the study. Rapport was easily established with all participants. The study was entirely 
conducted online. The instructions of the tools were explained in great detail. The administration of SIS-MK was done by distributing 
it to the participants via Google forms and DPA-S was carried out live on Google Meet as it was timed test. As per the participants, the 
tests were completed in a calm environment, free from any distractions that could skew the data. Any queries of the participants were 
addressed as and when they arose.  
 
Tools 
            For the present study, two standardized tools were used - the 42-item Spiritual Intelligence Scale by Dr. K.S. Misra (SIS-MK) 
and the Battery of Divergent Production Abilities by Dr. K.N. Sharma (DPA-S).  
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SIS-MK is scale that consists of 42 items for the assessment of spiritual understanding, beliefs, effort, outlook and reasoning. It yields 
a total domain score i.e., Spiritual Quotient (SQ). DPA–S is a test battery that contains 27 items, divided into six subtests — (i) word 
production, (ii) uses of things, (iii) similarities, (iv) sentence construction, (v) titles, and (vi) solution/completion. It measures eight 
abilities like Word fluency, Ideational fluency, Associational fluency, Expressional fluency, Spontaneous flexibility, Adaptive 
flexibility, Originality and Elaboration. This yields multiple sub-domain scores and a total score of the construct.  
Both the tools have been standardized on the Indian population, and specifically, the sample population of the present study. Therefore, 
the tools used were psychometrically sound and appropriate for the current study. 
 
Hypotheses 
H1 - There is a relationship between divergent thinking skills and spiritual intelligence. 
H2 – There is a significant difference between males and females on the construct of Spiritual intelligence.  
H3 – There is no significant difference between Bachelor’s students and Masters Students on the construct of Spiritual Intelligence. 
 
Data Analysis 

The data was entered and coded in SPSS software. After the initial data cleaning the data was examined for outliers. For the 
inferential statistics the p value was set at 0.05. 

 
Results 
The following section discusses the results of the present study. From Table 2 we can infer the descriptive statistics of the variables of 
the study.  
 
Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking 
Table 2 
Descriptive Statistics of Variables  

Variables Mean (M) Standard Deviation (SD) 
Spiritual Intelligence  146.53 21.09 
Divergent Production Ability  61.26 15.74 

 
A correlational analysis was carried out and the results revealed that Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Production Ability do not have 
a statistically significant linear relationship (r = -.136, p > 0.05).  
 
Table 3 
Pearson’s Correlational Analysis of Variables 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Thus, contrary to the hypothesis (H1) from table 3 we can infer that the results yielded no significant relationship between the 
two variables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Variables  Spiritual 
Intelligence 

Divergent Production 
Ability 

Spiritual Intelligence Pearson Correlation 1 -.136 
 Sig. (2-tailed)  .131 
 N 124 124 
Divergent Production Ability Pearson Correlation -.136 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .131  
 N 124 124 
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Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics and Correlational Analysis of Spiritual Intelligence and Sub-tests of Divergent Production Ability 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Spiritual Intelligence - 

      

2. Word Production Test .031 - 
     

3. Uses of Things Test -.122 .477** - 
    

4. Similarities Test -.198* .388** .523** - 
   

5. Sentence Construction Test -.125 .383** .3.95** .464** - 
  

6. Titles Test .044 .363** .322** .113 .254** - 
 

7. Solution Test -.172 .236** .419** .394** .491** .413** - 

Note. *Correlation value significant at .05 level of significance i.e., p < .05; 
** Correlation value significant at .01 level of significance i.e., p < .01  
 

With reference to Table 4, we can infer that only the sub-test of Divergent Production Ability called “Similarities Test” is 
negatively correlated with Spiritual Intelligence where, r = -.198 indicating that if Spiritual Intelligence will increase, their ability to 
achieve high scores on Similarities Test will decrease and vice versa at p <.05 significance level. However, there are no significant 
relationships between spiritual intelligence and other sub-tests of Divergent Production Ability. 

 
A regression model was used to assess the correlational analysis between Spiritual Intelligence and Similarities Test i.e., a sub-

test of Divergent Production Ability. And the model summary provided us with the R and R2 values. The R value represents the simple 
correlation and is .0198 which indicates a low degree of correlation. The R2 value indicates how much of the total variation in the 
dependent variable, i.e., Similarities Test, can be explained by the independent variable, Spiritual Intelligence. In this case, 32% can be 
explained.  

 
Table 5 
ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 94.746 1 94.746 5.004 0.27b 

Residual 2310.053 122 18.935   

Total 2404.798 123    
Note. a. Dependent Variable: Similarities Test 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Spiritual Intelligence 
 

With reference to Table 5, we can infer that the regression model does predict the dependent variable to be statistically 
significant. Here, p < 0.05, (0.27) and thus, indicates that, overall, the regression model is statistically significantly and does predict the 
outcome variable because the significance value is below 0.05. Therefore, this regression model is a fair model. 

 
Table 6 
Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 21.056 2.753  7.648 <.001 

Spiritual Intelligence -.042 .019 -.198 -2.237 0.27 
Note. a. Dependent Variable: Similarities Test 
 

With reference to Table 6, we can observe that the Coefficients table provides us with the necessary information to predict 
Similarities Test from Spiritual Intelligence as well as determine whether Spiritual Intelligence contributes statistically significantly to 
the model (by looking at the "Sig." column). Therefore, we can infer that -.198 unit of change (Standardized Coefficients Beta) leads to 
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1 unit of change in Similarities Test. Moreover, the significance value is p < 0.05 (0.27), therefore, spiritual intelligence does contribute 
statistically significantly to the model, however, the unit of change is small.   

 
Sex and Spiritual Intelligence 
Table 7 
Descriptive Statistics of Spiritual Intelligence and Sex 
 
 
 
 
 
             With reference to Table 7, we can observe the mean and standard deviation of participants on the construct of spiritual 
intelligence.  
 
Table 8 
 Independent Samples t-test for Sex and Spiritual Intelligence 
 
 
 
 Note. SQ = Spiritual Intelligence 
 

According to Table 8, we can observe that the significance value for two tailed is 0.005 (equal variance assumed) i.e., t122 = -
2.838, p < 0.01. Therefore, the observation is statistically significant. 

 
Therefore, the null hypothesis (H02) is rejected, as there is significant difference between males and females on the construct 

of Spiritual Intelligence and the alternative hypothesis is accepted.  
 

Course Program and Spiritual Intelligence 
Table 9 
Descriptive Statistics of Spiritual Intelligence and Degree Program 

 Degree N Mean Std. Deviation 
Spiritual Intelligence Bachelors 63 145.38 19.920 

Masters 61 147.72 22.349 

 
              With reference to Table 9, we can observe the mean and standard deviation of the participants on the construct of spiritual 
intelligence. 
 
Table 10 
Independent Samples t-test for Degree Program and Spiritual Intelligence 

Variable t df  Sig. (One-Sided 
p) 

Sig. (Two-
sided p) 

SQ -0.616 122 
 

0.27 
 

0.539 
 

Note. SQ = Spiritual Intelligence 
 

According to Table 10, can observe that the significance value for two tailed is 0.539 (equal variance assumed) i.e., t122 = -
0.616, p > 0.05. Therefore, the observation is not statistically significant. Therefore, the null hypothesis (H03) is rejected as there is no 
significant difference between Bachelor Students and Masters Students on the construct of Spiritual intelligence and the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 

 
Discussion and Interpretation 

The present study aimed at exploring whether there exists any relationship between Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent 
Thinking Skills. The first hypothesis of the study stated that "there is a relationship between Divergent Thinking Skills and Spiritual 

 Sex N Mean Std. Deviation 
Spiritual Intelligence Female 96 143.71 21.108 

Male 28 156.21 18.280 

Variable t df Sig. (One-Sided p) Sig. (Two sided-p) 

SQ        -2.838 122 0.003 0.005 
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Intelligence." And the results revealed that the two variables, i.e., Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking Skills, do not have a 
statistically significant linear relationship. Thus, contrary to the hypothesis, the results showed that there exists no significant relationship 
between the two variables; hence, the null hypothesis was retained. However, a correlational analysis of the variables with the seven 
sub-tests of Divergent Production Ability, revealed that the "Similarities Test" showed a statistically significant linear relationship as it 
was negatively correlated with Spiritual Intelligence. Furthermore, the Regression Model was used to predict the value of the dependent 
variable (the Similarities Test) on the value of the independent variable (Spiritual Intelligence), which revealed it is a statistically 
significant model.  

 
Therefore, it is noteworthy that the present study results are in fact in opposition with the previous literature. We need to keep 

in mind that the questionnaire used in the present study comprised of statements that were more characteristic of a traditional view of 
Spiritual Intelligence, which is more common in India. Gino and Wiltermuth (2014) posit that religion hinders creativity because the 
rules and traditions are overstressed by religion, while creativity requires people to challenge traditions and rules to seek a breakthrough. 
Empirical studies tend to support a negative association between religion and creativity (Dollinger, 2007; & Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2015). 
Therefore, one possible explanation why the results are in stark contrast with previous literature is that spiritual religiosity might, in fact, 
limit one's ability to employ divergent thinking skills. Moreover, Schwartz and Huismans (1995) revealed that spiritual religiosity is 
positively related to conformity that is disruptive to creativity but negatively with self-direction conducive to creativity.  

 
Previously, most of the existing literature has shown the tendency towards the spiritual dimensions and emphasised the 

profound influence of spiritual forces on the human body and mind and clarify the importance of spiritual Intelligence. Spiritual 
approaches to health and sciences for researchers and mental health professionals have recently been advocated, too. Moreover, some 
research studies have paid to the effect of spirituality on the overall health of individuals. Mental health professionals have recognised 
the power of spiritual Intelligence, some of which are defined as the capacity to feel, understand and present the highest part of 
themselves, others and the world around. However, it is important to note that human Intelligence is full of complexity. One type of 
Intelligence cannot be given full credit for higher-order cognitive functions such as divergent thinking skills, which earlier have shown 
to be associated with it. 

 
Consequently, it provides researchers with the knowledge that it is only with a complex concoction of all types of Intelligence 

that one can remotely capture the vast richness of the very essence and imagination of the human psyche and Intelligence. Furthermore, 
the correlation of spiritual Intelligence with a sub-test of Divergent Production Ability, i.e., "Similarities Test", also suggests that 
previous literature might have exaggerated its influence on higher cognitive abilities, such as divergent production skills. 

 
The present study also examined any significant differences between males and females on the construct of spiritual 

Intelligence. Khan and Singh (2013) studied gender differences on gratitude, spirituality and forgiveness among school teachers and the 
results of that study indicated that significant gender differences were found among male and female teachers with respect to spirituality 
and forgiveness (females were found to be higher than males on both dimensions). On the contrary, Nazam (2014) found that males 
scored higher than females on composite spiritual intelligence score. Thus, the existing literature has shown mixed results, and thus, a 
sound statistical analysis was carried out to understand the same. Therefore, the second hypothesis stated, "There will be a significant 
difference between males and females on the construct of Spiritual Intelligence." Results of the present study revealed that there is a 
significant difference between males and females on the construct of Spiritual Intelligence. The mean values indicated that females 
scored higher than males on the composite spiritual intelligence score. Sisk and Torrence (2002) suggest certain qualities of Spiritual 
Intelligence: integrity, self-awareness, creative-reasoning, wisdom, self-awareness, and raising the question "why." Perhaps, these 
qualities help female students to raise their level of SQ. Thus, Spiritual Intelligence is not a gender- free construct as male and female 
students differ on their ability to behave with wisdom and compassion while maintaining inner and outer peace, regardless of the 
situation. Furthermore, the study also investigated differences between students studying Bachelors and Masters on the construct of 
Spiritual Intelligence. Over the college days, just like a student's cognitive Intelligence becomes more sophisticated, an attempt was 
made to study the differences between graduate and postgraduate students on the construct of Spiritual Intelligence. The third hypothesis 
stated that "There is no significant difference between students studying Bachelors and Masters." The results help us clearly understand 
the role of Nurture, i.e., acquisition through maturation and environmental experiences of the complex skills with respect to Spiritual 
Intelligence. As per the findings, the results were in line with the hypothesis as there are no significant differences between students 
studying Bachelors and Masters. Parks (2000) stated that Spiritual Quotient (SQ) is unique for everyone as it develops out of one's own 
search for meaning; thus, maturity and higher educational attainment would not be sound factors associated with the growth of Spiritual 
Intelligence. However, it has been rightly observed by Thorson (2001) that 'Spiritual Intelligence progresses naturally from your Personal 
Intelligence, through Social Intelligence, to the appreciation and understanding of all other life forms and the Universe itself.' Therefore, 
entirely discarding the effect of Nurture would not be advisable; however, understanding its nature and how it contributes to explain the 
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construct of Spiritual Intelligence can be beneficial. Moreover, the lack of any difference between students studying Bachelors and 
Masters also depicts how the cultural patterns of "growing up" are slowing and diversifying; we cannot assume that members of 
Generation Z of a certain age have all reached the same social, emotional, and life skill milestones. Individuals may seem "advanced" 
in some ways and "behind" in others relative to our expectations. Furthermore, members of Generation Z may also be ambivalent about 
growing up. Barna and Kinnaman (2018) found that most engaged Christian teenagers want to become spiritually mature, but only 16% 
of Generation Z overall has that life goal.  
 
Implications 

The implications of the current study are manifold. Firstly, it has shone a new light towards the association between spiritual 
Intelligence and divergent thinking skills. It has guided us towards the direction that strengthening or improving one's Spiritual 
Intelligence would not enhance one's divergent thinking skills. Therefore, to develop one's creative potential, one should focus on other 
important factors that would provide fruitful results. No research was found in this area to study and match the results of researches. 
This is of utmost importance because instead of increasing one's SQ, one can directly work on honing one's divergent production abilities, 
saving time and effort. In a fast-pacing world such as ours, targeting the root of the cause would be more beneficial rather than 
establishing relationships that are ultimately not meaningful. Future researchers can also dig deeper to understand the current stance of 
Spiritual Intelligence with Divergent Thinking Skills, and consequently, introduce interventions and University programmes that benefit 
the students. There is currently a call for 21st Century Skills, and divergent production ability, can equip students with the right skills.  

 
Moreover, these conclusions are of immense significance for all those individuals interested in the students' welfare at the 

tertiary stage of education. They are of vital importance for teachers, parents, educationalists, educational planners and social workers 
who are also engaged in the welfare of the University and College going students. The study found significant differences on the 
construct of Spiritual Intelligence between males and females. Although specific skills, such as problem-solving, can generally be trained 
and improved upon, there is rarely a transfer to more complex activities such as creative production; thus, the influence of sex interferes 
in an individual's creative process. This finding is vital in understanding how men and women differ in their abilities and skills. Thus, 
socialising agencies such as parents at home and educators in schools may develop spiritual qualities among children by correcting their 
attitude and behaviour at large, depending on their needs and gender.  

 
Limitations and Scope of Future Research 

The original idea was to explore the effect of Spiritual Intelligence on University students and how it impacts their divergent 
thinking skills keeping their sex and level of education in mind. Although the research study was carried out keeping in mind all possible 
shortcomings, every research has its own set of limitations. The sample of the present study included only University students who are 
currently pursuing either their Bachelors or Masters because it was dissertation level research and hence, was small-scale. Therefore, 
the generalisation of the results of this research to other educational levels should be made with caution. Thus, it is recommended that 
similar research be carried out by future researchers that explore this relationship by including other educational levels or individuals 
who have received no formal education. This would be worth exploring as one could also note the effect of education on one's Spiritual 
Intelligence and motivate Universities and other educational institutions to give as much importance to SQ as rational Intelligence (IQ) 
and Emotional Intelligence (EQ).  

 
Institutions and future researchers could collaborate to develop course programmes or introduce new techniques that foster 

spiritual Intelligence in the school setting. This would help improve SQ levels of future generations and other aspects of one's life as 
past research already shows a significant relationship between spiritual Intelligence and various other variables such as academic 
achievement, resilience (Nejad et al., 2019), happiness, personality (Piedmont, 1999) and its ability to lower levels of stress, depression 
and anxiety (Ebrahimi et al., 2015). 

 
The findings of the present study were obtained using self-report tools as the aim was to find out only a relationship between 

Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking; thus, the information gathered using such self-report measures might be distant from 
reality due to high chances of social desirability, therefore, faking of responses might be a serious concern. However, there is scope for 
future researchers to replicate the research but with different tests and tools of measurement. Future researchers could conduct an 
experiment-based study and probably compare high scorers on SQ against low scorers on SQ and their respective divergent thinking 
abilities. This would allow more room for falsifiability and replication and add more value to the results as experimental research is 
widely accepted as the more scientific method of research. 

 
Moreover, the sample's sex distribution was slightly skewed, i.e., 96 Females and 28 Males. Even though the results are 

analysed without assuming equal variances, any generalisation should be made with caution Therefore, to address these issues, future 
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researchers can be more inclusive in their approach to include roughly equal participants who identify either as male or female and 
expand the sample population to include the LGBTQIA+ community. This could be extremely beneficial as it could shed light on the 
effects of gender on the construct of SQ and help us identify the socialising agents that offer the increase or decrease in the levels of SQ. 

 
Similarly, as the present study only included participants that were residents of India and studying in Universities in India this 

makes the generalizability of results specific to the country, and thus, there is a lack of accountability in terms of cultural differences. 
Future researchers can expand the horizon of their area of research by conducting it in different parts of the world and also by carrying 
out cross-cultural comparisons. This could provide insight into how culture plays a role in the construct of Spiritual Intelligence and can 
help future generations keep some general factors in mind to boost their levels of SQ. Moreover, future researchers are also expected to 
explore whether cultural differences are associated with different domains of Divergent Production Ability. 

 
Past research supports the presence of a significant positive relationship between Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking 

Skills. However, the present study has shed new light on this relationship as the results of the present study goes against earlier research 
done in this area. Therefore, future researchers can dig deeper to understand the contemporary stance of Spiritual Intelligence with 
respect to Divergent Thinking Skills. This would encourage a thorough review of earlier research and promote new research thereby 
adding to the current literature available on it.  

 
Lastly, due to restrictions on movement due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the data collection procedure was conducted online; 

thus, it only included those with access to such services. Future researchers can carry out similar research that allows in-person data 
collection. This can also help include those individuals who do not have access to internet services and do not understand how to navigate 
online modes of data collection easily.  

 
Conclusion 

Spiritual Intelligence is the ultimate Intelligence reflecting values and meanings, covering mental adaptation capacities and 
leading to non-materialistic and non-obligatory aspects. It contains spiritual sources, values, and specifications which enhance 
individuals' daily function and health. The study found no significant relationship between Spiritual Intelligence and Divergent Thinking 
Skills, a finding that is not in concordance with previous literature. Moreover, results also showed that Spiritual Intelligence is not a 
gender-free construct, as there is a significant difference between males and females on their level of SQ. Lastly, students pursuing 
Masters and Bachelors do not show a significant difference in their level of Spiritual Intelligence. We must start giving SQ the attention 
it deserves and reap all benefits it has to offer. Furthermore, students currently are facing more challenges and opportunities at this age. 
Reducing students' stress and improve their social adjustment is a very important issue. This is where Spiritual Intelligence comes in, 
which can have a significant effect on the quality of life and success of students.  
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